Ideal for Places of Worship

You’re ready to create a place that will be the spiritual center of believers in your community. Your new building will need a worshipful atmosphere; at times it will be a quiet place for reflection and at others, it will facilitate an exciting and full spiritual experience. As a mindful participant in the design of your new structure, you know that using quality building materials will extend the life-span of your efforts and will provide fewer needed repairs and maintenance in the years to come. We understand that meeting all of your congregation’s needs as well as maintaining your budget remains paramount. The Simple Saver System® can help you.

Simple Saver System strives to be the best insulation system for worship buildings, providing:

- **Higher installed R-values** - economically creates the required space for designed insulative thickness.
- **Finished appearance** - eliminates dust build-up on purlins, objects hanging from wall girts, excessive painting and costly suspended ceiling tiles.
- **Bright and clean** - interior requiring fewer light fixtures, while maintaining designed light levels.
- **Better acoustics** - with higher sound absorption (75% noise reduction).
- **Lower energy costs** - with up to 50% reduction in HVAC equipment.
- **Inexpensive solution** - for following roof angles, when compared to suspended ceilings.
- **Improved appearance** - for a customized, attractive, interior appearance. (White, Super White, Black, Silver Aspen, Toni Taupe™)
- **Ceiling attachments** - allowing solutions for hanging objects from the finished ceiling.
- **Highly durable** - superior solution for multipurpose rooms such as combination sanctuary/fellowship halls or gymnasiums.

Call Thermal Design at 800.255.0776 to understand why the Simple Saver System is the answer for your place of worship.

The Simple Saver System has helped thousands of facilities throughout the country minimize their energy costs and maintain the professional appearance you have come to expect. If you are building new or contemplating retrofitting an existing facility, consider using the Simple Saver System in your next project.

Call for your FREE design-build energy analysis.